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Redefining towels 

 

Towels are always by your side in everyday life and an essential existence, almost like 

air. In Japan, "towel" has the broad meaning of a pile weave cloth. Rather than simply 

absorbing perspiration and water, they provide softness, gentleness, and delight when 

touching the skin. 

The key to manufacturing is obtaining the best materials 

 

Uchino believes that the ultimate in manufacturing is to integrate all processes at the 

location where the finest cotton can be acquired. We ensure excellent quality and 

safety by supervising everything ourselves and continually innovating technology. Over 

the years and still today, Uchino is confident that this corporate philosophy is 

imperative in leading the global market. 

Uchino researches and develops towels from every possible angle every day. Besides 

developing materials and researching manufacturing technologies, we have taken a 

step further, extending to medical science and ergonomics. With the cooperation of 

authoritative figures in these fields, we have pursued even better quality and comfort. 

This is because more than anything else, we wish for you to savor the pleasure and 

happiness of using our towels. 
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TOWEL 

The comfort of towels that soothes the mind and body. 
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CL Zero Twist 

      8680L248 (W) / 8680L247 (BE, GY) 

      Wide Bath Towel   100 x 160 cm   

           (39 x 63 in) 

      8645B248 (W) / 8645B247 (BE, GY) 

      Bath Towel    70 x 140 cm   

           (28 x 55 in) 

      8628B248 (W) / 8628B247 (BE, GY) 

      Hand Towel (L)    50 x 100 cm   

           (20 x 39 in) 

      8608G248 (W) / 8608G247 (BE, GY) 

      Wash Cloth    34 x 40 cm   

           (13 x 16 in) 

◆ White, Beige or Grey   ◆  97% cotton 3% polyester   ◆  Made in Japan 

Uchino's original Zero Twist yarn, which creates minimal fluff, has been woven into long terry loops. The zero-

twist yarn is soft like a cotton flower and absorbs moisture with just a light touch.  

Zero Twist Gauze Dot 

     8855L562    90 x 160 cm   

      Wide Bath Towel   (35 x 63 in)  

      8828B562    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

8822B562    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8806G562    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in)   

◆ White, Beige or Grey  ◆  97% cotton 3% polyester 

◆ Made in Japan 

 

This towel offers a double face of gauze and terry loops. Dots were woven with zero twist yarn on the gauze 

side for an even softer feel. Original Uchino Zero Twist yarn, which is resistant to fluffing, is used on the terry 

loops side. The terry loops are long, making this towel fluffy and soft. 

Gauze & Pile 

8850L842    92 x 160 cm   

Wide Bath Towel   (36 x 63 in)   

8830B842    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8820B842    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8805G842    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 
 

◆ White or Light Grey  ◆  97% cotton, 3% polyester  

◆ Made in Japan 

A double face of gauze and terry loops. Original Uchino Zero Twist yarn, which is resistant to fluffing, is used 

on the terry loops side. The terry loops are long, making this towel fluffy and soft.  
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Air Waffle 

      8835B563 (W, BE, GY) / 8838B843 (P, B) 

      Bath Towel    70 x 140 cm   

           (28 x 55 in) 

      8822B563 (W, BE, GY) 

      Hand Towel (L)    60 x 100 cm   

           (24 x 39 in) 

      8813F843 (P, B) 

      Hand Towel (S)    34 x 85 cm   

           (13 x 33 in) 

      8806G563 (W, BE, GY) / 8807G843 (P, B) 

      Wash Cloth    34 x 40 cm   

           (13 x 16 in) 

◆ White, Beige, Grey, Pink or Blue  

◆ 100% cotton ◆  Made in Japan 
 

Woven using light, airy and soft hollow yarn only. The waffle texture woven only with hollow yarn captures air 

in the loose contours, making this very light and soft. Because the surface coming in contact with skin is 

minimal, this has a fresh feel. 

 

Honey Comb Light 

8840B848    70 x 140 cm 

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)  

      8808G848    34 x 40 cm  

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 

◆ White ◆  100% cotton ◆  Made in China 

Woven in a waffle weave using a special light hollow yarn that has 

large gaps between the yarns. The texture is light, fluffy, and soft 

as if it were woven with air and has a pleasant uneven waffle 

weave. The bath towel is as light as a face towel (approx.. 140g).  

 
Airy Feel 

8833B833    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8808F593    34 x 85 cm   

      Hand Towel (S)    (13 x 33 in)   

      8807G833    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 
 

◆ White ◆  100% cotton ◆  Made in Thailand 

Ultra-thin zero twist yarn is used for the terry loops, and very thin 

yarn was woven densely to create this towel with a completely 

new feel. The texture is soft like feathers yet has a nice firmness. 

  

BE GY P B 
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Kishu Binchotan 

      8860L558    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8835B558    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8812G558    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 

          

◆ Black or Light Grey 

◆ 87% cotton, 13% rayon  

◆ Made in Japan 

 

Woven with a yarn made of cotton and rayon with fine charcoal powder kneaded in. The kneaded-in charcoal 

naturally turns this towel grey or black. The microscopic pores on the surface of the charcoal absorb odor 

molecules and give such excellent odor-eliminating properties. The absorbed molecules are removed during 

laundering and drying, so effect lasts through repeated use.    

Sumi Gauze & Pile 

8826B561    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)  

      8805G561    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in)   

          

◆ Grey   ◆  86% cotton, 14% rayon  

◆ Made in Japan 

Gauze that is gentle to skin using yarn made of cotton and rayon

 with fine charcoal powder kneaded in. The microscopic pores on

 the surface of the charcoal absorb odor molecules for excellent

 odor-eliminating properties. The absorbed molecules are removed

 during laundering and drying, so effect lasts through repeated use.  

Zen Charcoal Gauze & Pile 

8810L772    90 x 180 cm   

Wide Bath Towel   (35 x 71 in)   

8850B772    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8832B772    60 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (24 x 39 in)   

      8812G772    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 
 

◆ Grey or Dark Grey  ◆  86% cotton, 14% rayon 

◆ Made in Japan 
 

 

We have woven a gauze that is gentle to skin, using yarn made of  cotton and rayon with fine charcoal 

powder kneaded in. A fresh new design with a border in dark grey finishes the towel.                     

LGY 
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Japanese Fine Pattern Stone 

      8840B801    70 x 140 cm  

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8828B801    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8808G801    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 

◆ Grey    ◆  97% cotton, 3% polyester  ◆ Made in Japan 

 

Japanese Fine Pattern Shark 

      8840B776    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8828B776    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8808G776    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in)  

◆ Dark Blue ◆  97% cotton, 3% polyester  ◆ Made in Japan 
 

 

Japanese Fine Pattern Stripes 

      8840B775    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8828B775    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8808G775    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in)  

◆ Ivory ◆  97% cotton, 3% polyester  ◆ Made in Japan 
 

 

Japanese Fine Pattern Hishi 

      8840B777    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8828B777    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8808G777    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in)  

◆ Dark Blue ◆  97% cotton, 3% polyester  ◆ Made in Japan 

 

 

The komon pattern is distinct for its fine repeated pattern that looks solid from a distance. The design feels 

stylish and modern and has been used for kimono in Japan through the ages. We printed the komon pattern 

on the gauze side. The terry loop side was woven with Uchino's Original Zero Twist yarn for a fluffy and soft 

texture that will absorb moisture at a touch. The gauze and terry loop double-face makes it easy to dry and 

increase in comfort with use. 
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Cotton & Cashmere 

8822L760    90 x 150 cm   

Wide Bath Towel   (35 x 59 in)   

8815B760    70 x 130 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 51 in)   

      8812B760    60 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (24 x 39 in)   

      8825G760    34 x 34 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 13 in) 

      TTM20933    69 x 90 cm   

      Bathmat    (24 x 35 in) 
 

◆ Off White  ◆  87% cotton, 13% cashmere  

◆ Made in Japan 
 

This is a blend of thin, soft, cashmere down and extra-long cotton. Because this only used hair that fell out 

naturally, there is very little fiber irritation. The soft feel and excellent heat-retaining properties make this 

perfect for lap blankets or scarves. To feature the natural color and softness of the cashmere, this was woven 

without bleaching. The cashmere naturally turns this towel ivory. 
 

Horizontal Ridge Pile 

8850B718    70 x 140 cm   

Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8820F718    34 x 85 cm   

      Hand Towel (S)    (13 x 33 in) 

      8810G718    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in)   

◆ White ◆  100% cotton ◆ Made in Japan 

We created a liberal texture by arranging pile into ridges. Thicker 

yarn with a count of 16 was used and woven so that pile 

emerged alternatively on the front and back of the towel. The feel 

is dense, firm, voluminous, lush and dry. This towel will nicely 

stimulate the skin while thoroughly absorbing moisture. 
 

Air Gauze Dot 

8833B850    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8813F850    34 x 85 cm   

      Hand Towel (S)    (13 x 33 in)   

      8807G850    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 

◆ White ◆  100% cotton ◆  Made in Vietnam 

This very thin and light towel is made with two different fabrics: 

one side is hollow fiber to bring absorbance. On the other side, 

the dots are made with ultra-long cotton and untwisted yarn for 

the softness. An ideal towel to carry easily around, for sports or in 

the luggage for example. 
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Quick Dry Towel 

8825B847    65 x 130 cm   

      Bath Towel    (26 x 51 in)   

      8816B847    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)   

      8808F847    34 x 80 cm   

      Hand Towel (S)    (13 x 31 in)  

 

 

◆ White, Beige, Grey, Blue, Pink or Dark Violet 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in China 

This towel is made with quick-dry structure, lightweight yarn and antibacterial deodorization. Lightweight yarn 

is used for a soft touch. The gaps between fibers were calculated to increase breathability for good ventilation. 

This unique manufacturing method allows a quick drying after washing and further suppresses unpleasant 

odors through antibacterial and deodorant processing. 

 

Super Marshmallow 

8860B759    70 x 140 cm   

      Bath Towel    (28 x 55 in)   

      8835B759    50 x 100 cm   

      Hand Towel (L)    (20 x 39 in)  

      8810G759    34 x 40 cm   

      Wash Cloth    (13 x 16 in) 
 

 

◆ White, Beige, Blue Grey or Brown  

◆ 100% cotton  

◆ Made in China 

 

Extra-long staple cotton fibers were spun into exceptionally fine zero-twist yarn and woven into exquisitely soft 

pile like marshmallows. It instantly absorbs moisture and dries quickly. 

 

Stretch Towel (limited collection) 

      8620H381    40 x 90 cm   

      Hair Towel    (16 x 35 in)  

◆ White or Black ◆  98% cotton, 2% polyurethane 

◆ Made in Japan 

Stretch material is familiar in shirts and athletic wear, and we have  

innovatively applied this to towels. We wove stretchy polyurethane 

fibers into part of the ground structure so it can stretch 150-

200% vertically. It fits perfectly to securely hold up wet hair after 

washing or dyeing. The terry loops are 100% cotton, so they 

absorb water well. This is a wondrous towel that feels like 100% 

cotton, yet stretches like elastic.  
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SANDALS AND BATHMAT 

The wise choice to relax.  

They airily and gently envelop your body and feet. 
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Color Slippers (limited collection) 

TSP24965    One size   

 

 
 

◆ Blue or Pink   

◆ Pile: 100%cotton, sole: 100%polyester 

◆ Made in China  
 

Made with an unique manufacturing method for a quick drying 

and suppresses unpleasant odors through antibacterial and 

deodorant processing.  
 

Pile Sandals (limited collection) 

      TRP15534    M    

TRP15534    L    

 

 

 

◆ Dark Blue     

◆ Pile: 100%cotton, sole: 100%polyester 

◆ Made in China 

The refreshing comfort and superb design that support the arches 

of your feet make these more relaxing than being barefoot.  

Waffle Sandals (limited collection) 

TRP17400    S    

      TRP17403    XL    

 

 

 
 

◆ White   

◆ Pile: 100%cotton, sole: 100%polyester 

◆ Made in Thailand  
 

The contoured and bulky texture that is distinctive of the waffle 

weave feels wonderful.  

Zero Twist Sandals (limited collection) 

TRP28407    XL    

 

 
 

◆ White   

◆ Pile: 100%cotton, sole: 100%polyester 

◆ Made in China  

Made with zero twist yarn, these sandals feel soft like a cotton 

ball. It can be machine-washed to be kept clean at all time. 

 

P 

Size Japan (cm) France Italia USA

M 23-25 37-39 36-38 6-7,5

L 25-27 39-43 38-42 7,5-9,5

Size Japan (cm) France Italia USA

One size 28 43,5 42,5 9,5

Size Japan (cm) France Italia USA

S 21-23 35-37 34-36 4ｰ6

XL 27-31 43-48 42-47 10ｰ14

Size Japan (cm) France Italia USA

XL 27-31 43-48 42-47 10-14
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Quick Dry Bath Mat (limited collection) 

      TLM60950    50 x 120 cm   

      (only GY)    (20 x 47 in)   

      TBM30944    50 x 70 cm   

           (20 x 27 in)   

      TBM20944    35 x 50 cm   

           (14 x 20 in)  

◆ White, Beige or Grey   

◆ 100% polyester 

◆ Made in China 

Using a special polyester filament, the pile dries quickly and is very absorbent. This bathmat brings comfort 

with a soft touch. Slip-resistant. 

 

 

Quick Dry Bath Mat Deo 

      TLM60967 (BE, GY)   50 x 120 cm   

      TLM60964 (W)   (20 x 47 in)   

      TBM30967    50 x 70 cm   

           (20 x 27 in)   

      TBM20967    35 x 50 cm   

(14  x 20 in) 

◆ White, Beige, Grey, Blue, Dark Violet or Pink 

◆ 100% polyester 

◆ Made in China 

Using a special polyester filament, the pile dries quickly and is very absorbent. This bathmat brings comfort 

with a soft touch. Slip-resistant and anti-odorant. Size 50 x 120 cm is available in white, beige or grey only. 

 

 

High Absorbent Bath Mat 

      TTM35943    50 x 70 cm 

           (20 x 27 in)   

       

 

◆ White, Dark Beige or Blue Green 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

 

 

 

Bathmat with unprecedented absorbency, of 100% cotton that feels pleasant to the skin. Experience the 

comfort of immediate moisture absorbency at the slightest touch. 

 

 

BE GY 
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Premiere Bath Mat (limited collection) 

      TTM67931    50 x 80 cm   

           (20 x 31 in) 

◆ Grey or Beige 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Japan 

 

 

High density bulky towel mat. Antimicrobial and deodorant-

finished process. 

 

 

Merveille Bath Mat 

      TTM57966    50 x 80 cm   

           (20 x 31 in) 

◆ White 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in China  

 

 

High density bulky towel mat. Antimicrobial and deodorant-

finished process. 

 

  

BE   GY 
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BATHROBE AND SLEEPWEAR 
We relentlessly pursue the best textures, and functionality to create 

products of a higher grade, with superb quality and luxurious comfort. 
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cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 58 22,83 99 38,98 77 30,31

M 61 24,02 102 40,16 79 31,10

L 64 25,20 105 41,34 81 31,89

XL 67 26,38 108 42,52 83 32,68

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-Cuff

 

 

 

Ultra-thin Soft Pile Bathrobe (limited quantity) 

      RRZ85341S  S    

      RRZ85341M  M    

         

 

 

 

  

◆ Dark Blue 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

 

We used towel material that is soft and light like feathers to 

create a bathrobe that is as light as one bath towel. The belt is 

sewn onto the side, so it’s easy to tie and quickly throw on. The 

snap button under the neckline prevents dishevelment. 

 

 

CL Zero Twist Hooded Robe 

      RRZ25383S (W) S    

RRZ25383M (W) M    

RR25006M (GY)      

RRZ25383L (W) L    

RR25006L (GY)     

RRZ25383XL (W) XL     

RR25007L (GY)      

    

 

 

 

 

◆ White or Grey 

◆ 97% cotton, 3% polyester 

◆ Made in Japan  

 

The Zero Twist yarn is soft like cotton flower and absorbs moisture with just a light touch. Feel the nice 

volume and fluffy warmness that only long terry loops can offer. 

 

cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 50 19,69 98 38,58 56 22,05

M 54 21,26 101 39,76 58 22,83

L 58 22,83 104 40,94 60 23,62

Chest Width Length Neck-to-Cuff
SIZE

  GY 
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cm inch cm inch cm inch

M 55 21,65 90 35,43 76 29,92

L 58 22,83 93 36,61 78 30,71

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-Cuff

 

 

 

Zero Twist Gauze Dot Bathrobe 

      RR25010M  M    

      RR25010L  L    

         

 

 

 

  

◆ White 

◆ 97% cotton, 3% polyester 

◆ Made in Japan 

 

A double face of gauze and terry loops. Dots were woven with 

zero twist yarn on the gauze side for an even softer feel. Original 

Uchino Zero Twist yarn, which is resistant to fluffing, is used on 

the terry loops side. The terry loops are long, making this 

bathrobe fluffy and soft. 

 
 

 

Sumi Gauze & Pile Kimono Robe 

      RRZ23378   M    

RRZ23378  L    

RRZ23378  XL    

 

 

 

 

◆ Grey 

◆ 86% cotton, 14% rayon 

◆ Made in Japan  

Gauze that is gentle to skin using yarn made of cotton and rayon 

with fine charcoal powder kneaded in. The microscopic pores on 

the surface of the charcoal absorb odor molecules for excellent 

odor-eliminating properties. The absorbed molecules are removed 

during laundering and drying, so effect lasts through repeated use. 

This item has been improved to avoid peeling and the braid 

around the neck is now the same fabric as the body of the 

bathrobe.   

cm inch cm inch cm inch

M 58 22,83 111 43,70 78 30,71

L 61 24,02 114 44,88 80 31,50

XL 64 25,20 117 46,06 82 32,28

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-Cuff
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cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 57 22,44 107 42,13 77 30,31

M 60 23,62 110 43,31 79 31,10

L 63 24,80 113 44,49 81 31,89

XL 66 25,98 116 45,67 83 32,68

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-Cuff

cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 56 22,05 112 44,09 78 30,71

M 59 23,23 115 45,28 80 31,50

L 62 24,41 118 46,46 82 32,28

XL 65 25,59 121 47,64 84 33,07

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-Cuff

 

 

 

Light Weight Waffle Robe 

      RR22004S  S    

RR22004M  M    

      RR22004L  L    

RR22005L  XL     

 

 

 

  

◆ White or Grey 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Japan 

A waffle material bathrobe, woven with light weight yarn that was 

spun with special technology to create optimum crevices between 

fibers. It has a soft texture and excellent lightweight feeling 

because it captures lots of air, making this a treat to wear. 

Another feature is that it quickly dries after washing. 

 

 

 

Crepe Gauze Kimono Robe 

      RR11791S (W only) S    

      RR11791M  M    

RR11791L  L    

RR11792L (DGY only) XL    

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆ White or Dark Grey 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

We used triple layer gauze, which has a nice fresh texture and 

distinctive naturally fine pleats like crepe for this robe. This was 

finished to an unique design with an overlapping collar similar to 

traditional Japanese kimono.  

  GY 

  W 
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cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 50 19,69 90 35,43 67,50 26,57

M 53 20,87 93 36,61 69,50 27,36

L 56 22,05 96 37,80 71,50 28,15

Neck-to-cuff
SIZE

Chest Width Length

cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 53 20,87 69 27,17 80 31,50 78 30,71 99 38,98

M 56 22,05 72 28,35 82 32,28 86 33,86 102 40,16

L 59 23,23 75 29,53 84 33,07 94 37,01 105 41,34

XL 62 24,41 78 30,71 86 33,86 102 40,16 108 42,52

TOP PANTS

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-cuff Waist (cm) Length (cm)

 

 

 

Crepe Gauze Shirt Robe 

       RG10791S (W only) S    

RG10791M  M    

      RG10791L  L    

 

  

  

 

 

  

◆ White or Dark Grey 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

We used triple layer gauze, which has a nice fresh texture and 

distinctive naturally fine pleats like crepe for this nightshirt style 

robe. 

 

  

 

 

Crepe Gauze Pajamas 

      RP11779S   S    

      RP11779M  M    

RP11779L   L    

RP11780L   XL    

 

 

 

 

 

 

◆ White or Dark Grey 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

This pajama made with a triple layer gauze brings a soft and light 

texture for a perfect night.  

 

  

  DGY 

  DGY 
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cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 54 21,26 110 43,31 78 30,71

M 58 22,83 113 44,49 81 31,89

LA 62 24,41 116 45,67 84 33,07

Chest width Length Neck-to-Cuff
SIZE

 

 

 

Marshmallow Pile & Gauze 

       RRZ16432   S    

RRZ16432  M    

      RRZ16432 (B only) L    

 

   

  

 

 

  

◆ Dark Blue or Pink 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

 

The gauze on the outside brings a comfortable touch, and the 

delicate zero twist pile on the inside feels soft on the skin. 

 

  

 

Cowl Neck Pajamas  (limited quantity) 

      RPZ23440  M    

       

  

 

 

 

 

 

◆ Grey 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in China 

Inspired by the softness of Marshmallow Gauze, Barbara Barry, an 

interior designer based in the United States of America, designed 

this feminine loungewear as the ultimate softness in which to 

envelop oneself for a luxurious comfort. 

 

  

  P 

cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch

M 56 22,05 69 27,17 61 24,02 96 37,80 98 38,58

TOP PANTS

SIZE
Chest width Length Neck-to-Cuff Waist Length
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cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 49 19,29 64 25,20 71 27,95 68 26,77 92 36,22

M 52 20,47 66 25,98 73 28,74 70 27,56 94 37,01

TOP PANTS

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-cuff Waist (cm) Length (cm)

cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch cm inch

S 49 19,29 64 25,20 71 27,95 68 26,77 92 36,22

M 52 20,47 66 25,98 73 28,74 70 27,56 94 37,01

TOP PANTS

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-cuff Waist (cm) Length (cm)

cm inch cm inch cm inch

M 55 21,65 64 25,20 65 25,59

L 58 22,83 66 25,98 67 26,38

SIZE
Chest Width Length Neck-to-cuff

 

 

 

Marshmallow Gauze Shirt & Pants 

       RP15730S  S    

RP15730M  M    

 

  

  

 

 

  

◆ Red or Violet 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

 

Soft, thin yarn was woven into three layers to create astonishingly 

soft, light, innovative gauze material. The excellent absorbency, 

breathability, and heat retention will keep you comfortable in your 

clothes. We applied yarn dye which has a distinctive rich color. 

 

Marshmallow Gauze Pullover 

       RTF90330  M    

RTF90330  L    

 

  

 

 

◆ Ivory 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

Low-twist yarn in a fine-count was woven into three layers using proprietary technology to create astonishingly 

gentle Marshmallow Gauze garment.  

  

  V 
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Marshmallow Gauze Reversible Throw 

       6009AN77    140 x 100 cm   

           (55 x 39 in) 

 

 

  

 

 

 

◆ Ivory or Grey 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Thailand 

We used proprietary technology to weave fine-count zero-twist yarn into triple-layer gauze for this reversible 

throw. Experience the fluffy lightness and astonishingly gentle feel like marshmallow. The large size is 

convenient not only as a light blanket, but also as furniture cover. It is easy for carrying since it is thin and light.  

ACCESSORY 
By carefully choosing quality materials and using special manufacturing 

methods, we create products of a higher grade, with luxurious comfort. 
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BABIES AND KIDS 
Easy to wear and take off with strict quality standards, safe 

and reassuring even for babies' mouth. 
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CL Zero Twist Babyrobe 

       RN13493B    18-36 months   

           (90 cm – 35,43 in) 

RN13493S    4-5 years   

     (110 cm – 43,31 in)  

◆ White 

◆ 97% cotton, 3% polyester 

◆ Made in Japan 
 

Feel the nice volume and fluffy warmness that only long terry 

loops can offer. Uchino's Original Zero Twist Yarn (non-twist) is 

used. 
 

WOG Milkey Pile Babyrobe 

       RN19164B    18-36 months   

           (90 cm – 35,43 in) 

 

◆ White 

◆ 100% organic cotton 

◆ Made in Japan 

With the cooperation of authoritative figures in medical science we 

have pursued even better quality and comfort. This robe made 

with organic cotton is developed to pursue gentleness for babies.  

 

Marshmallow Hooded Baby Towel 

       KUA68209    68 x 135 cm   

           (27 x 53 in)  

◆ White 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Japan 

High-quality extra-long Xinjiang cotton was spun into ultrafine 

yarn and processed to eliminate twisting for a light feel like 

feathers and soft like marshmallows. 

 

Marshmallow Baby Wrap Towel 

       KUA55209    80 x 80 cm   

           (32 x 32 in)   

  

◆ White 

◆ 100% cotton 

◆ Made in Japan 

High-quality extra-long Xinjiang cotton was spun into ultrafine 

yarn and processed to eliminate twisting for a light feel like 

feathers and soft like marshmallows.  
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UCHINO FRANCE SAS 

14 boulevard Poissonnière 

75009 Paris, France 

 

 infouf@uchino.co.jp 

 + 33 (0)1 42 47 19 78 

 @uchino_france 

 www.uchino.co.jp/en/ 
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